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P-wave Pentaquark and its Decay in the Quark Model
with Instanton Induced Interaction
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P -wave pentaquarks with strangeness +1, I = 0 and JP = 1/2+ are studied in the non-relativistic
quark model with instanton induced interaction (III). We present their mass splittings and orbital-
spin-isospin-color structures. It is found that decompositions of the wave functions are sensitive to
III, while the mass splittings are insensitive. The decay of the lowest energy pentaquark, Θ+, is
found to be suppressed when the contribution of III is increased. Its wave function is dominated by
Jaffe-Wilczek-type configuration at large III.
PACS numbers: 14.20.-c, 12.39.Mk, 12.39.Jh, 12.38.Lg
I. INTRODUCTION
Θ+(1540) was discovered in 2003 at SPring-8 [1].
Follow-up experiments and reanalyses of old data claimed
to confirm the existence of Θ+. On the other hand, there
have appeared some experimental results which show no
signs of Θ+. Until now, the existence of Θ+ is contro-
versial [2]. Peaks corresponding to Φ−− and Θ+c were
also reported but still unconvincing. The experimental
results of Θ+ show that the mass is about 1540MeV, the
upper limit of the width is a few MeV, the isospin I = 0,
the baryon number B = +1 and the strangeness S = +1.
Since the minimal quark component of Θ+ is uudds¯, Θ+
is called “pentaquark”. The spin and the parity of Θ+
have not been determined yet. In this work, we con-
sider the case in which the spin and the parity of Θ+ are
JP = 1/2+ [3, 4].
The mass of Θ+ has been investigated based on
the quark model [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
the QCD sum rule [15, 16, 17, 18] and the lattice
QCD [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Most of them predict the
mass is much larger than the observed one ≃ 1540MeV.
We, however, employ non-relativistic quark model in this
work and do not attempt to reproduce absolute masses
of pentaquarks. In the non-relativistic quark model, ab-
solute masses of ordinary meson and baryons are often
adjusted to the ground state. The mass splittings come
mainly from the hyperfine interactions, e.g. one-gluon
exchange interaction and instanton induced interaction
(III).
The observed width of Θ+ is unexpectedly narrow,
considering that the decay of Θ+ requires no pair cre-
ation. Attempts have been made to explain the width
based on the quark model [26, 27, 28] and the QCD sum
rule [29, 30, 31, 32]. However, most of them suggest that
the centrifugal barrier and the symmetry properties of
the orbital-spin-flavor-color wave function can not make
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the width as narrow as a few MeV. Furthermore, such
choices of the wave function, which are expected to give
a small width, seem quite artificial. In this work, we point
out that the instanton plays an important role, and III
explains why such choices are favorable. As a result, III
is shown to make the width of Θ+ narrower.
The instanton is a classical solution of the Yang-Mills
equation in the Euclidean space [33], which is one of the
most important non-perturbative effects in QCD. Impor-
tance of instantons in low-energy hadron phenomena can
be seen from the UA(1) symmetry breaking. It is well
known that the large mass of η′ indicates that the UA(1)
is broken due to anomaly but not by spontaneous symme-
try breaking [34]. It is suggested that the anomaly comes
from the instanton in the QCD vacuum [35, 36]. Instan-
ton induced interaction (III) is an effective inter-quark
interaction through the zero modes of the light quarks
around an instanton [37]. III makes the mass of η′ heavy,
thus reproduces the low-lying meson spectrum. Effects of
III for the mass of Θ+ have been investigated [9, 18, 38],
but they study only limited cases. We treat all the P -
wave states and study the decay of Θ+ also.
In section II, we show our quark model Hamiltonian
and enumerate all the P -wave states and discuss the con-
nections between the hyperfine interactions and the de-
cay widths. In section III, we show the results of the
pentaquark masses and widths. In section IV, we give a
conclusion and an outlook.
II. FORMALISM
A. Hamiltonian
Hamiltonian of the non-relativistic quark model [39] is
given by
H = M0 +
∑
i
~pi
2
2mi
+ Vconf +HHF , (1)
where M0 is a constant term. mi is the constituent mass
of the i-th quark (340MeV for u, d and 500MeV for s),
2and ~pi is the momentum of the i-th quark. Vconf is the
confinement potential. HHF is the hyperfine interaction.
The confinement potential for the pentaquark configu-
rations has been studied in the lattice QCD recently [40].
The result shows string-like potential according to the
color configurations. We employ a simpler two-body type
potential because five-body potential is much harder to
treat. We use the harmonic oscillator potential:
Vconf =
∑
i<j
1
2
K|~ri − ~rj |2, (2)
where K is a constant. ~ri is the coordinate of the i-th
quark. The harmonic oscillator potential can be used to
reproduce the excited baryon spectrum [39, 41]. The re-
sults seem not sensitive to the choice of confinement for
the hadron spectrum. We assume that the kinetic term
is SU(3)F symmetric for simplicity. As a result, the or-
bital wave functions, which are the 1h¯w states of the har-
monic oscillator potential, are SU(3)F symmetric. It is
known that the SU(3)F breaking effects from the kinetic
term and the wave function are smaller than those from
the hyperfine interactions [39]. The relative S-wave state
of two-body is described by π−3/4b−3/2 exp
(−ρ2/2b2),
where ρ is relative coordinate: ρ = |~r1 − ~r2|/
√
2 and b is
the size parameter: b = (3Km)−1/4.
The hyperfine interactions that we use are given by
HHF = (1− PIII)HOGE + PIIIHIII(2) + PIIIHIII(3) ,(3)
where HOGE is the one-gluon-exchange interaction
(OGE) [42]. HIII(2) and HIII(3) are the two-body and
three-body terms of III, respectively [43]. PIII is a pa-
rameter which represents the portion of the hyperfine
splittings originated from III. The hyperfine splittings
come only from OGE at PIII = 0, while they come en-
tirely from III at PIII = 1.
The spin-spin term of OGE is given by
HOGE =
∑
i<j
Vijδ
(3)(~rij)σ
a
i λ
b
iσ
a
j λ
b
j , (4)
where Vij is the strength of the interaction between the
i-th quark and j-th quark, ∝ (mimj)−1. λbi is the color
SU(3) Gell-Mann matrix for the i-th quark. For the anti-
quark, it means −λb∗i . σai is the spin SU(2) Pauli matrix
for the i-th quark. Since OGE is the contact interac-
tion, only relative S-wave pairs are affected. OGE repro-
duces the baryon and the meson spectra except for the
pseudo-scalar mesons. We determine Vij phenomenolog-
ically. However, it is known that Vij is quite large if
PIII = 0 compared with that expected from QCD. It is
favorable that III can reduce the contribution from OGE
to the hyperfine interaction.
We introduce III so that the spectrum of the pseudo-
scalar meson also is reproduced. As a result, low-lying
hadron spectrum is reproduced. Since the average size of
instantons, 1/3 fm, is smaller than that of the hadrons,
FIG. 1: The three-body interaction among u, d and s¯ (left)
and the two-body interaction between u, d (right). The latter
is obtained by contracting ss¯ quark pair from the three-body
interaction.
we assume that III is approximately a contact interac-
tion. III contains a three-body interaction and a two-
body interaction, which are the determinant type in the
flavor space. Thus, the three-body interaction of III af-
fects only the systems of u, d and s quarks. The two-body
qq and three-body qqq interactions of III are given [43]
by
Hqq
III(2)
=
4∑
i,j=1,i<j
V
(2)
ij δ
(3)(rij)
(
1+
3
32
λbiλ
b
j
+
9
32
σai λ
b
iσ
a
j λ
b
j
)
, (5)
Hqqq
III(3)
=
4∑
i,j,k=1,i<j<k
V
(3)
ijk δ
(3)(rij)δ
(3)(rik)
(
1
+
3
32
(
λbiλ
b
j + λ
b
jλ
b
k + λ
b
kλ
b
i
)
− 9
320
dabcλ
a
i λ
b
jλ
c
k
+
9
32
(
σai λ
b
iσ
a
j λ
b
j + σ
a
j λ
b
jσ
a
kλ
b
k + σ
a
kλ
b
kσ
a
i λ
b
i
)
+
27
320
dabcλ
a
i λ
b
jλ
c
k
(
σαi σ
α
j + σ
α
j σ
α
k + σ
α
k σ
α
i
)
− 9
64
ǫαβγfabcλ
a
i λ
b
jλ
c
kσ
α
i σ
β
j σ
γ
k
)
. (6)
where V
(2)
ij is the strength of the two-body term between
the i-th quark and j-th quark. V
(3)
ijk is the strength of the
three-body term among the i-th, j-th and k-th quarks.
fabc and dabc are the SU(3) structure constants defined
by [λa, λb] = 2ifabcλc, {λa, λb} = 4/3δabI+2dabcλc. The
two-body term is obtained by contracting a quark pair
from the three-body term as is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
obtain the relations between V (2) and V (3) as
V (2)us = 〈u¯u〉V (3)uds, (7)
V
(2)
ud = V
(2)
us
〈s¯s〉
〈u¯u〉 ≃ V
(2)
us
ms
mu
, (8)
where the mu = md and ms are constituent quark
masses, mu/ms = 0.6, and 〈u¯u〉 and 〈s¯s〉 are the quark
3condensates of u and s quarks, respectively: 〈u¯u〉 =
(−225MeV)3. Because the strength of the three-body
term is repulsive and the quark condensate is negative,
the strength of the two-body term is attractive. Since the
three-body term of III is the three-body contact interac-
tion, only relative S-wave pairs are affected. Moreover,
the determinant type interaction implies that the three-
body term of III affects only the flavor singlet states for
3q.
The interaction between the s¯ quark and a u or d quark
labeled by i or j can be obtained by the charge conjuga-
tion from Eqs. (5) and (6) :
Hqs¯
III(2)
=
4∑
i=1
V
(2)
is δ
(3)(ris)
(
1− 3
32
λbi(−λb∗s )
+
9
32
σai λ
b
iσ
a
s (−λb∗s )
)
, (9)
Hqqs¯
III(3)
=
4∑
i,j=1,i<j
V
(3)
ijs δ
(3)(rij)δ
(3)(rjs)
(
1
+
3
32
(
λbiλ
b
j − λbj(−λb∗s )− (−λb∗s )λbi
)
+
9
320
dabcλ
a
i λ
b
j(−λ∗cs )
+
9
32
(
σai λ
b
iσ
a
j λ
b
j + σ
a
j λ
b
jσ
a
s (−λb∗s ) + σas (−λb∗s )σai λbi
)
− 27
320
dabcλ
a
i λ
b
j(−λ∗cs )
(
σαi σ
α
j − σαj σαs − σαs σαi
)
− 9
64
ǫαβγfabcλ
a
i λ
b
j(−λ∗cs )σαi σβj σγs
)
. (10)
We point out that III contains the three-body term,
which is absent in OGE. The three-body term of III
does not change the spectrum of three-quark baryons.
It is, however, expected that III is important in multi-
quark systems with strange quarks, such as 2Λ systems
and pentaquarks [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48], since they are
sensitive to the three-body term of III. On the other
hand, the effects of the two-body term of III are simi-
lar to that of OGE, since the spin dependent forces the
last terms of Eqs. (5) and (9) are identical to that of
OGE [49, 50] . Thus, the baryon spectrum can be repro-
duced by any combinations of OGE and the two-body
term of III. In contrast, the η − η′ mass splitting is sen-
sitive to III [51, 52, 53]. The η− η′ mass splitting comes
from the diagrams of the annihilation type of the two-
body term of III, while such diagrams are absent in Θ+.
Therefore, the origin of effects of III for the pentaquark
is different from that for η and η′.
Finally, we mention the effects of III for the S-wave
pentaquarks [14]. The anti-symmetrization of 4q leads
to the unique spin, S4q = 1. Thus, there are two possible
states, a state with S5q = 1/2 and a state with S5q =
3/2. Effect of III appears in their mass splitting. In fact,
III reduces the mass splitting as PIII increases, given
by 225 − 203PIII MeV. Thus, III may favor a possible
assignment that Θ+ has JP = 3/2−[11, 16, 23, 25].
B. P-wave states
The JP = 1/2+ pentaquarks correspond to the P -
wave states since the intrinsic parity of the s¯ quark is
negative. In order to remove the center-of-mass mo-
tion and realize permutation symmetry of the orbital
wave function, we use the harmonic oscillator wave func-
tion [12, 39, 41]. The classification of states is based on
the permutation symmetry in the non-relativistic quark
model. Θ+ consists of four u, d quarks (4q) and an s¯
quark. The orbital-spin-isospin-color wave function of 4q
must be anti-symmetrized. The wave function of the five
quarks (5q) must be color singlet and is assumed to be
flavor anti-decuplet.
There are two types of P -wave 1h¯w excited states. In
the first type of states (I), the s¯ quark is excited, which is
associated with the excitation of the center-of-mass of 4q
since the center-of-mass of 5q must not be excited. The
state (I) corresponds to the total symmetric states for the
orbital wave function of 4q. It is known that this state
takes a unique spin S4q = 1 since the total wave function
must be the anti-symmetric for 4q [6]. The second (II)
type is the one without the s¯ quark excited, while an
internal coordinate of 4q is excited. The type (II) corre-
sponds to the [3,1] symmetric states for the orbital wave
function of 4q [12]. The anti-symmetrization for 4q leads
to no restrictions on S4q.
We find that there are nine independent states with
1h¯w excitation, which consist of two type (I) states and
seven type (II) states. We show the nine states in Tables I
and II. They are further classified into five states with
S5q = 1/2 and four states with S5q = 3/2. They are
classified by the spin-color SU(6) representation [54, 55].
The first state in Table I corresponds to the Jaffe-Wilczek
(JW) state [4, 56], which is defined in Appendix A. The
second row is a state with S4q = 0, which is in general
heavier than the JW state and we refer it to 0∗. The third
row is corresponding to Karliner-Lipkin(KL) state [5, 8].
The forth state has S4q = 1, which we refer to 1
∗. The
fifth row is the s¯-excited state ( type (I) ), which we refer
to s¯.
We only use the spin-spin terms of the hyperfine in-
teractions for simplicity because the LS terms and the
tensor terms are known to be weaker than the spin-
spin terms. We point out that the spin-spin terms of
the hyperfine interactions do not couple the states with
S5q = 1/2 and the states with S5q = 3/2.
C. Decay
Decays of the pentaquarks goes through a fall-apart
process [26, 27, 54, 55], which does not require qq¯ pair
creation. It is usually expected that the decay widths for
the fall-apart decay are much larger than ordinary decays
with qq¯ creation.
A measure that is often used to estimate the fall-apart
width is the KN -overlap [5, 27, 57]. We define the KN -
4TABLE I: the five states with S5q = 1/2. L4q is the angular
momentum of 4q and means that the orbital wave function
4q has a definite permutation symmetry. S4q , S5q and J5q are
the spin of 4q , 5q and the total angular momentum of 5q, re-
spectively. S4q ×C4q is the symmetry of the spin-color SU(6)
of 4q. All states are identified by these quantum numbers.
L4q S4q S4q ×C4q S5q J5q
JW 1 0 1
2
1
2
0∗ 1 0 1
2
1
2
KL 1 1 1
2
1
2
1∗ 1 1 1
2
1
2
s¯ 0 1 1
2
1
2
TABLE II: the four states with S5q = 3/2. The spin-spin
terms do not couple the states with S5q = 1/2 and the states
with S5q = 3/2.
L4q S4q S4q × C4q S5q J5q
1 1 3
2
1
2
1 1 3
2
1
2
1 2 3
2
1
2
0 1 3
2
1
2
overlap by a projection operator for relative P -wave KN
states,
OKN = S123orbS4s¯orbA123colorA4s¯colorM123spinA4s¯spin, (11)
where Sorb is the projection operator to the ground state
K or N . Acolor, Mspin and Aspin are the projection
operators to color-singlet, the spin 1/2 and the spin 0,
respectively. Note that the matrix elements of the op-
erator, OKN , correspond to the absolute square of the
KN -overlap.
For the four states with S5q = 3/2, the matrix elements
ofOKN are zero since the total spin is different fromKN .
Thus, they can not decay to KN unless a tensor-type
interaction is strong. We obtain the KN -overlaps for the
five states with S5q = 1/2 in the bases of Table I,
〈OKN 〉 =


5
192
5
192
5
√
3
192 − 5192 −
√
10
64
5
192
5
192
5
√
3
192 − 5192 −
√
10
64
5
√
3
192
5
√
3
192
5
64 − 5
√
3
192 −
√
30
64
− 5192 − 5192 − 5
√
3
192
5
192
√
10
64
−
√
10
64 −
√
10
64 −
√
30
64
√
10
64
3
32


. (12)
We diagonalize this matrix with a unitary matrix U :
〈OKN 〉 = U−1


1
4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

U. (13)
We find that a state, which we call “KN state”, has
non-zero KN -overlap, while the other four states, called
“confined states”, have no KN -overlaps. The “confined
states” can not directly fall apart to KN , while the “KN
state” is expected to couple strongly to the KN scat-
tering state. ( A model conclusion of the decay width
according to the fall-apart process is achieved by using
the meson-quark-quark vertex [27].) The “KN state” is
given by an eigen-vector of Eq. (12):
|KN〉 =
( √
15
12 ,
√
15
12 ,
3
√
5
12 , −
√
15
12 , − 3
√
6
12
)
. (14)
This state corresponds to the anti-symmetrized K and
N with 1h¯w excitation : |KN〉 = A1234 (N123 ⊗K4s¯),
where A1234 is anti-symmetrizer of 4q.
The couplings between the “KN state” and the “con-
fined states” can be described by channel coupling scat-
tering formalism [26, 58]. We assume that the pen-
taquark states are given only by the “confined states”,
i.e. the pentaquark states are eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian within the subspace of the “confined states”. We
have to diagonalize only the hyperfine interaction in the
subspace of the “confined states”, resulting in
〈HHF 〉 =

EKN aKNΘ+ aKNΘ∗1 aKNΘ∗2 aKNΘ∗3
aKNΘ+ EΘ+ 0 0 0
aKNΘ∗1 0 EΘ∗1 0 0
aKNΘ∗
2
0 0 EΘ∗
2
0
aKNΘ∗3 0 0 0 EΘ∗3

 ,(15)
where all the values are functions of PIII . EΘ’s are
the eigenvalues after the diagonalization in the “confined
space”. The off-diagonal elements, aKNΘ, correspond to
couplings between the “KN state” and “confined states”.
Note that in the present model, no other terms in the
Hamiltonian have off-diagonal matrix elements. We as-
sign the lowest state in the “confined states” to Θ+.
Then, the narrow width of the pentaquarks can be at-
tributed to a small aKNΘ+ . The other seven states, Θ
∗
1,
Θ∗2, Θ
∗
3 and the four states with S5q = 3/2, are regarded
as excited states of Θ+. All the states have JP = 1/2+.
III. RESULTS
We investigate spectrum of the P -wave pentaquarks
with I = 0 and JP = 1/2+ in the non-relativistic quark
model with instanton induced interaction (III). We as-
sume that the kinetic term and the orbital wave func-
tions are SU(3)F symmetric for simplicity. Furthermore,
we neglect the LS terms and the tensor terms.
5Then, the pentaquarks are obtained by diagonalizing
the hyperfine interaction in the subspace of the “confined
states”. Both the masses and the couplings are obtained
simultaneously. Because the five-quark confinement may
allow an extra constant, we have discuss only the exci-
tation energies and the structures of the obtained states.
Thus, we set the mass of Θ+ to 1540MeV. It should be
noted that if we use the confinement potential derived
from the baryon spectrum without adjusting a constant
term, then the absolute mass of Θ+ in this model is about
2GeV. PIII can be determined from the η−η′ mass split-
ting, which gives PIII = 0.3 − 0.5 [46]. However, the
non-relativistic quark model gives large ambiguities for
the pseudo-scalar mesons. Thus, we here treat PIII as
a free parameter. The size parameter, b, is unknown for
the pentaquarks. We use b ≈ 0.5fm, which is taken from
that of the nucleon. It is known that the radii of the
S-wave pentaquarks are as small as that of the nucleon if
III is introduced [48]. The strengths of OGE and the two-
body term of III are fixed phenomenologically from the
N −∆ mass splitting so that they reproduce the baryon
and meson spectra except for the pseudo-scalar mesons.
The strength of the three-body term of III is determined
by Eq. (7). They give
〈Vud〉 = −19MeV, 〈Vus〉 = −11MeV,
〈V (2)ud 〉 = −67MeV, 〈V (2)us 〉 = −40MeV,
〈V (3)uds〉 = +20MeV. (16)
The matrix elements of the hyperfine interaction,
HHF , for the nine states in Tables I and II are given in
Appendix B. Since the other terms of the Hamiltonian,
Eq. (1), are identical for the nine states, the spectrum
is determined only by the hyperfine interaction. We find
that both OGE and the two-body term of III play similar
roles in the spectrum. A small difference comes from the
first and second terms in Eqs. (5) and (9). Therefore,
the hyperfine interaction of Eq. (3) is approximately de-
scribed as HHF = H
(2) + PIIIHIII(3) , where H
(2) con-
tains both OGE and the two-body term of III and is
approximately independent of PIII . Thus, the effects of
III are attributed to the three-body term. We find that
the contribution of the three-body term of III is repulsive
and smaller than those of H(2) for the pentaquarks.
A. Spectrum
We show the masses of pentaquarks with S5q = 1/2,
in Fig. 2. Since the three-body term of III is weakly
repulsive, the hyperfine splittings are reduced as PIII
increases. We set the mass of Θ+ to 1540MeV. Note
that the “KN state” is always above the KN threshold.
Thus, the “KN state” may not form a resonance. The
excited states of Θ+ lie at about 1.6GeV, 1.7GeV and
1.8GeV. If the widths are narrow, those states should be
observed.
FIG. 2: The masses of the pentaquarks with S5q = 1/2. The
mass of Θ+ is set to 1540MeV. Θ∗1, Θ
∗
2 and Θ
∗
3 are excited
states of Θ+. KN is the “KN state”, which is very broad.
Fig. 3 shows the decomposition of the lowest Θ+ state
in the bases of Table I. We find that the JW state is
dominant at large PIII , while the KL state is suppressed.
The contributions from the heavier states, 0∗ and 1∗, are
very small. The PIII dependence can be understood as
follows. OGE and the two-body term of III are more
attractive for both the JW state and the KL state. How-
ever, the three-body term of III for the JW state is less
repulsive than that for the KL state. The tri-quark of
the KL state is strongly affected by the three-body term
of III, since the u, d and s¯ quarks are in relative S-wave
states. In contrast, the JW state is less sensitive since
the s¯ quark is separated from the u, d quarks. At large
PIII , Θ
+ attains nearly the maximum JW component.
Thus, we find that the JW state is a favorable state with
respect to III.
B. Decay
Fig. 4 shows the couplings between the “KN state”
and the pentaquarks with S5q = 1/2. The coupling of Θ
+
is very large in the case without III, PIII = 0, while the
coupling becomes much weaker as PIII increases. In the
relevant range of PIII , the coupling is about 1/3 of that
at PIII = 0. It hits zero at PIII = 0.61, where Θ
+ does
not couple to the “KN state”, that is, Θ+ becomes stable
against the decay toKN in the present model. At PIII =
0.81, the second resonance Θ∗2 becomes stable. The other
states, Θ∗1 and Θ
∗
3, do not become stable within 0 ≤
PIII ≤ 1. We point out that the couplings are non-zero
in most range of PIII , and therefore no more than one
pentaquark becomes simultaneously stable. This may
explain why only one pentaquarks has been seen.
6FIG. 3: The composition of Θ+ in the bases of Table I. The
solid line is the JW state. The JW state is dominant for large
PIII , while the KL state is suppressed.
FIG. 4: The couplings between the “KN state” and the pen-
taquarks with S5q = 1/2. The coupling of Θ
+ is zero at
PIII = 0.61. At the zero point, Θ
+ can not decay to KN .
The Θ∗2 is stable at PIII = 0.81.
C. The states with S5q = 3/2
The spin-spin terms of the hyperfine interactions do
not change the total spin and therefore do not mix
S5q = 1/2 and S5q = 3/2. In Fig. 5, the masses of the
S5q = 3/2 states are plotted. They lie at about 1.6GeV,
1.65GeV, 1.7GeV and above 1.8GeV. OGE and the two-
body term of III for the pentaquarks with S5q = 1/2 are
more attractive than those with S5q = 3/2. Thus, the
lowest state, Θ+, has always S5q = 1/2. It is also seen
that the effects of the three-body term of III are strong
in S5q = 3/2. One sees several level-crossings when PIII
goes from 0 to 1. The state which rises with PIII cor-
FIG. 5: The masses of the pentaquarks with S5q = 3/2,
which are excited states of Θ+. The solid line is Θ+, which
is 1540MeV. The pentaquarks lie above Θ+.
responds to the most repulsive eigen-state of the three-
body term of III. Since the spin is different from the “KN
states”, the S5q = 3/2 states decay toKN only through a
tensor force, which is expected to be weak in the present
quark model.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the spectrum of the P -wave
pentaquarks with I = 0 and JP = 1/2+ in the non-
relativistic quark model with instanton induced interac-
tion (III). We expect that effects of the two-body term
of III should appear in the I = 0 meson channels, while
the effects of the three-body III may be important in
multi-quark systems with strange quarks.
We find that there are nine 1h¯w states in the har-
monic oscillator potential. We find that one of them,
the “KN state”, has a finite overlap with KN , while
eight other “confined states” have no KN -overlaps. The
pentaquarks can decay to KN only through the “KN
state”. We assign the lowest energy eigen-state in the
“confined states” to Θ+. We point out that the decay is
not only a fall-apart process, and introduce channel cou-
pling scattering between the “KN state” and the “con-
fined states”, where the couplings are determined only by
the hyperfine interaction under our assumptions. Since
the fall-apart leads to the large widths, the narrow widths
of the pentaquarks are explained by small couplings of
the channel coupling scattering.
We find that III reduces the coupling between Θ+ and
the “KN state”. As the contributions of III become
larger, Θ+ becomes significantly stable and the domi-
nant component of Θ+ becomes the JW state. We there-
fore give a qualitative explanation of the narrow width
7of Θ+ and we find the dynamics that the JW state be-
comes naturally the dominant component. III changes
the composition of Θ+. In other words, III leads to a
cancellation of the coupling between Θ+ and KN , where
OGE, the two-body term of III and the three-body term
of III are canceled out each other.
We find that at PIII = 0.61, Θ
+ becomes stable within
our approach. This value of PIII is close to the relevant
range, PIII = 0.3−0.5, which is consistent with the η−η′
mass splitting.
We point out that the effects of III strongly depend on
the flavor part of the system. For example a pentaquark
with I = 2, uuuus¯, is not affected by the three-body
term of III. We conjecture that the flavor dependence is
a reason why no stable pentaquark is seen in other chan-
nels. In order to make the predictions more realistic,
the SU(3)F breaking effects of the kinetic term and the
orbital wave function must be taken into account. The
other pentaquarks in the 1¯0F representation, N1¯0,Σ1¯0
and Φ, may be affected by the SU(3)F breaking effects.
Again it is probable that those pentaquarks do not be-
come stable simultaneously, which may explain why the
other members of the 1¯0F representation is not observed.
It is also noted that the mixing between 1¯0F and 8F rep-
resentations is also sensitive to the two-body term of III,
since the mixing matrix elements include flavor singlet qq¯
contributions.
Further effects of III will appear in diquark correlations
in the pentaquarks, which are not included in the present
harmonic oscillator wave functions. We expect that III
makes the diquarks compact. The three-body term of
III gives a repulsion between a diquark and the s¯ quark.
Thus, we expect that the KN -overlap is reduced and the
JW state is more favorable.
The tensor terms of OGE and III must be taken into
account in order to evaluate the mixings of S5q = 1/2
and S5q = 3/2. Such mixing is favorable for a small
width since the S5q = 3/2 states does not couple directly
to KN . Predictions and searches of the LS partner of
Θ+ are important. If the LS terms for the pentaquarks
are significantly weak similarly to that for the P -wave
baryons, the LS partner must be observed.
Finally, we conclude that III affects significantly not
only η and η′, but also pentaquarks. Further studies of
the pentaquarks should help a deeper understanding of
dynamics of QCD.
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APPENDIX A: JAFFE-WILCZEK MODEL
The Jaffe and Wilczek (JW) [4] proposed a picture of
the pentaquark, a resonance of two scalar-isoscalar di-
quarks and an s¯ quark. This model has a unique sym-
metry structure.
The diquark consists of u and d quarks (2q), which
form a relative S-wave pair with the spin S2q = 0, the
isospin I2q = 0 and the color C2q = 3¯. Possible symme-
tries in the spin×color space of 4q are
× = +
S4q = 0 C4q = 3
, (A1)
while possible symmetries in the spin×color (SC) space
of the two diquarks are
⊗ = + +
SC2q SC2q
. (A2)
Thus the symmetry of spin×color of 4q is uniquely de-
termined :
× →
S4q = 0 C4q = 3
. (A3)
When the isospin symmetry is combined, we have
spin×color×isospin symmetries of 4q :
× = +
SC4q I4q = 0
. (A4)
On the other hand, possible symmetries of the orbital
wave function (O) of the two diquarks are
⊗ = + +
O2q O2q
. (A5)
Since the symmetry of the orbital wave function must
be the conjugate to that of the spin×color×isospin, it is
uniquely determined :
⊗ →
O2q O2q
. (A6)
Finally, we obtain the symmetry of the JW wave func-
tion:
O4q S4q I4q C4q SC4q
. (A7)
It is noted that in the spin×flavor (SI4q) space of 4q,
the JW state does not belong to any definite symmetry.
8APPENDIX B: THE MATRIX ELEMENTS
We show the matrix elements of OGE and III for the
states with S5q = 1/2 (Table I) and the states with
S5q = 3/2 (Table II). The matrix elements depend on
the orbital wave functions. We assume that the orbital
wave functions are the 1h¯w states of the harmonic oscil-
lator potential and SU(3)F symmetric.
We obtain the matrix elements of OGE in Eq. (4):
〈HS5q=1/2OGE 〉 = 〈Vud〉 ×

13 3 20√
3
ξ ξ −15√
10
ξ
3 73
−4√
3
ξ −193 ξ
−35
3
√
10
ξ
20√
3
ξ −4√
3
ξ 46+63ξ6
−10+5ξ
2
√
3
−25√
30
ξ
ξ −193 ξ
−10+5ξ
2
√
3
−6−19ξ
6
7
√
10
6 ξ
−15√
10
ξ −35
3
√
10
ξ −25√
30
ξ 7
√
10
6 ξ
16+15ξ
3


, (B1)
〈HS5q=3/2OGE 〉 = 〈Vud〉 ×

92−63ξ
12
−20−5ξ
4
√
3
√
30
12 ξ
5
√
30
12 ξ
−20−5ξ
4
√
3
−12+19ξ
12
−47
√
10
12 ξ
−7
√
10
12 ξ√
30
12 ξ
−47
√
10
12 ξ
−28+34ξ
6 − 56ξ
5
√
30
12 ξ
−7
√
10
12 ξ − 56ξ 32−15ξ6

 , (B2)
where ξ = 〈Vus〉/〈Vud〉 = mu/ms. 〈Vud〉 =
〈Vijδ(3)(~rij)〉orb = Vud/
√
2πb2
3
contains the spatial in-
tegration between u and d quarks, which depends on the
sizes of the pentaquarks. 〈Vus〉 is similarly given.
We obtain the matrix elements of the two-body term
of III in Eqs. (5) and (9):
〈HS5q=1/2
III(2)
〉 = 〈V (2)ud 〉 ×

444+249ξ
64
36−9ξ
64
15
√
3
8 ξ
9
32 ξ
−135
32
√
10
ξ
36−9ξ
64
252+249ξ
64 − 3
√
3
8 ξ − 5732ξ −10532√10ξ
15
√
3
8 ξ − 3
√
3
8 ξ
180+219ξ
32
−36+27ξ
32
√
3
−135
16
√
30
ξ
9
32ξ − 5732ξ −36+27ξ32√3
108+99ξ
32
15
4
√
10
ξ
−135
32
√
10
ξ −105
32
√
10
ξ −135
16
√
30
ξ 15
4
√
10
ξ 216+99ξ32


,(B3)
〈HS5q=3/2
III(2)
〉 = 〈V (2)ud 〉 ×

720+309ξ
128
−144−27ξ
128
√
3
3
√
30
128 ξ
9
√
30
128 ξ
−144−27ξ
128
√
3
432+567ξ
128
−141
√
10
128 ξ
−15
√
10
128 ξ
3
√
30
128 ξ
−141
√
10
128 ξ
144+411ξ
64 − 1564ξ
9
√
30
128 ξ
−15
√
10
128 ξ − 1564ξ 432+63ξ64

 .(B4)
We obtain the matrix elements of the three-body term
of III in Eq. (10):
〈HS5q=1/2
III(3)
〉 = 〈V (3)uds〉 ×

69
8 0
39
√
3
8 0
−45
4
√
10
0 278
−27
8
√
3
0 0
39
√
3
8
−27
8
√
3
12 0 −45
4
√
30
0 0 0 0 0
−45
4
√
10
0 −45
4
√
30
0 94


, (B5)
〈HS5q=3/2
III(3)
〉 = 〈V (3)uds〉 ×

69
32
−27
√
3
32
9
√
30
32
3
√
30
16
−27
√
3
32
243
32
−81
√
10
32 0
9
√
30
32
−81
√
10
32
135
16 0
3
√
30
16 0 0
9
16

 , (B6)
where 〈Vuds〉 = 〈V (3)ijs δ(3)(~rij)δ(3)(~rjs)〉orb =
Vuds/
√
3π2b4
3
contains the spatial integration among
u, d quarks and s¯ quark.
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